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When one plans for GRE, one has several questions in mind, what is the format of GRE, types of
questions asked, what topics are to be covered, depth of each topic, whether to go for class-room
coaching, which GRE Sample Questions site to choose etc.

If we see the GRE Quantitative Section, the questions asked are of 10th grade, but are little tricky. It
does not mean that one needs to take up some elaborate GRE Prep course. In fact by learning
tricks and with little practice, one can master the Quant section.

GRE Verbal section does require slightly more practice. But by learning the suitability of words in
Sentences and learning tricks for Critical Reasoning, one can do very good in Verbal section.

Analytical Writing Assessment (AWA) includes analysis of an argument and analysis of an issue. By
following the prescribed structure and using proper analysis, this section can be easily handled
nicely.

For GRE Prep, it is recommended that apart from GRE Official guides, some course (Online, if
taking online GRE Testbecause it has been observed that the performance is inferior in online than
in offline tests) which includes Tricks to handle Quant and Verbal section as well as Practice and
Mock Tests should be taken up.

Gretest-online.com is a site which clarifies all the doubts regarding GRE Prep. All the details about
GRE and its preparation are covered in a very lucid manner.

The main purpose of starting Gretest-online is to cater to the increasing need of good quality and
affordable compact GRE Preparation material. Gretest-online provides Tips to handle Quant and
Verbal sections. The topics are presented in a short and precise manner without compromising the
clarity and with lot of examples. Gretest-online also provides more than 750 questions based on
actual GRE pattern with explanations covering all topics asked in GRE. These questions are divided
into Mock tests (same tests are also available in Practice mode) and Practice question sets.

In fact www.gretest-online.com is a one stop site for GRE Prep from where candidates get all the
resources to prepare and also take away lot of confidence in terms of Tricks to handle questions
and time management.
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